1988 camaro fuel pump

Please expect shipping and customer service delays. We appreciate your patience and
continued support. Product The Perfect Flow Fuel Delivery System is a fuel pump system
designed to support up to horse power in naturally aspirated applications or it can be
configured as a main and secondary pump to support up to horse power View Product Details.
This externally-mounted electric fuel pump is ideal for most street and strip applications.
Proven rotary vein technology provides high flow and stable pressures with minimal vibration
and sound. Product C. Product E This State-of-the-art electric fuel pump offers maximum
performance in a compact package for carbureted applications. Anodized aluminum housing
and high quality internals make it both strong and extremely durable, is Product H Looking for a
fuel pump that is quiet, stylish, powerful and dependable? Look at the Holley HP series fuel
pumps. The exclusive gerotor gearset quietly and efficiently pumps the fuel without the noise of
traditional vane Product RE This safety feature is a must have for any electric fuel-pump fed
Muscle Car. If your motor stalls and your float is sticking, or worse, if you're in an accident
severe enough to stop the motor, your electric fuel pump will This compact electric fuel pump is
compatible with all gasoline fuels and additives. The solid state design has a low current draw
of around one AMP and makes a good stand alone pump or booster pump. Features: Solid-state
This universal fuel pump relay will ensure proper wiring which to reduce the risk of damaging
the fuel pump, and offers consistent fuel pressure. For use with Edelbrock E and E fuel pumps.
This externally mounted Holley electric fuel pump features the proven rotor and vane design.
Use of Safety Shut-off Switch sold separately strongly recommended. Not designed or
recommended for use with fuel injection systems. Designed specifically to prevent voltage
drops at the fuel pump to maintain constant fuel pump pressure and to prevent fuel pump
amperage overloads from damaging the vehicle's electrical system. Set includes: 30 amp heavy
Works superbly as either an in-line Anodized aluminum housing and high quality internals make
it both strong and extremely durable, is preset Features: Tumble polished billet look New lower
housing casting for enhanced fuel flow and quieter operation Maximum pressure is It's a good
idea to relay your fuel pump for the street and a must when you're racing. Designed specifically
to prevent voltage drops at the fuel pump to maintain constant fuel pump pressure and to
prevent fuel pump amperage Product P Make sure your fuel pump can keep up with your
boosted engine! This programmable fuel pump voltage booster is used on vehicles with turbo
chargers and superchargers where fuel pressure and delivery are crucial. This device This
direct replacement electric fuel pump features cutting-edge turbine technology, which makes it
quiter, more tolerant of debris, more efficient and exceed manufacturer? Product PHP. Our
direct replacement electric fuel pump features cutting-edge turbine technology, which makes it
quiter, more tolerant of debris, and more efficient. It also exceed manufacturer? Product G It is a
genuine replacement GM component. The gasket's GM part number is The gasket has the
following dimensions: 0. Close Notification. Toll Free 1. Select Year All Years Select Make All
Makes. Select Model All Models. View As: Grid Detail. Perfect Flow Fuel Delivery System.
Electric Fuel Pump Safety Switch. Micro Electric Fuel Pump. Universal Fuel Pump Relay.
Electric Fuel Pump. Engine Engine Acc. General Information. If you continue to have problems
with this form, please contact us during normal business hours. Please expect shipping and
customer service delays. We appreciate your patience and continued support. Product The
Perfect Flow Fuel Delivery System is a fuel pump system designed to support up to horse
power in naturally aspirated applications or it can be configured as a main and secondary pump
to support up to horse power View Product Details. This externally-mounted electric fuel pump
is ideal for most street and strip applications. Proven rotary vein technology provides high flow
and stable pressures with minimal vibration and sound. Product C. Product E This
State-of-the-art electric fuel pump offers maximum performance in a compact package for
carbureted applications. Anodized aluminum housing and high quality internals make it both
strong and extremely durable, is Product H Looking for a fuel pump that is quiet, stylish,
powerful and dependable? Look at the Holley HP series fuel pumps. The exclusive gerotor
gearset quietly and efficiently pumps the fuel without the noise of traditional vane Product RE
This safety feature is a must have for any electric fuel-pump fed Muscle Car. If your motor stalls
and your float is sticking, or worse, if you're in an accident severe enough to stop the motor,
your electric fuel pump will This compact electric fuel pump is compatible with all gasoline fuels
and additives. The solid state design has a low current draw of around one AMP and makes a
good stand alone pump or booster pump. Features: Solid-state This universal fuel pump relay
will ensure proper wiring which to reduce the risk of damaging the fuel pump, and offers
consistent fuel pressure. For use with Edelbrock E and E fuel pumps. This externally mounted
Holley electric fuel pump features the proven rotor and vane design. Use of Safety Shut-off
Switch sold separately strongly recommended. Not designed or recommended for use with fuel
injection systems. Designed specifically to prevent voltage drops at the fuel pump to maintain

constant fuel pump pressure and to prevent fuel pump amperage overloads from damaging the
vehicle's electrical system. Set includes: 30 amp heavy Works superbly as either an in-line
Anodized aluminum housing and high quality internals make it both strong and extremely
durable, is preset Features: Tumble polished billet look New lower housing casting for
enhanced fuel flow and quieter operation Maximum pressure is It's a good idea to relay your
fuel pump for the street and a must when you're racing. Designed specifically to prevent voltage
drops at the fuel pump to maintain constant fuel pump pressure and to prevent fuel pump
amperage Product P Make sure your fuel pump can keep up with your boosted engine! This
programmable fuel pump voltage booster is used on vehicles with turbo chargers and
superchargers where fuel pressure and delivery are crucial. This device This direct replacement
electric fuel pump features cutting-edge turbine technology, which makes it quiter, more
tolerant of debris, more efficient and exceed manufacturer? Product PHP. Our direct
replacement electric fuel pump features cutting-edge turbine technology, which makes it quiter,
more tolerant of debris, and more efficient. It also exceed manufacturer? Product G It is a
genuine replacement GM component. The gasket's GM part number is The gasket has the
following dimensions: 0. Close Notification. Toll Free 1. Select Year All Years Select Make All
Makes. Select Model All Models. View As: Grid Detail. Perfect Flow Fuel Delivery System.
Electric Fuel Pump Safety Switch. Micro Electric Fuel Pump. Universal Fuel Pump Relay.
Electric Fuel Pump. Engine Engine Acc. General Information. If you continue to have problems
with this form, please contact us during normal business hours. I have a iroc z28 5. Has been
setting in the garage for the last 4 years. Because i had spine surgery. I primed it to get oil back
up in the engine before starting it. When i first cranked it over sparks came from the lower part
of the passenger side fender. After that the engine would crank over but i did not hear the fuel
pump come on when i went to start it. I took off the fuel line to the injectors and cranked the
engine. There is no fuel getting to the engine. Any ideas on what i need to do to fix it. Check all
your fuses. The pump should come on and prime when the key is in the on position. If all fuses
look good then check the wires at the pump to see if they are getting power to turn pump on.
Also did you get all the old gas out? If not then I advice to do that now. Is that one of the tpi
engines? Did you ever locate where the sparks came from? Might have just been a bad
connection on the starter. If I not mistaken that's about where yours is located. The sparks
could have blown a fuse that goes to fuel pump. Oh by the way those are great looking old cars.
Here's my z28 I've been working on. Thank's for the quick replys. I put in some gas treatment
and four gal's of gas. I was thinking the same thing about the fuse. Would it be close to the
battery? I really appreciate you all helping me out with the car. The fuse block is located on the
underside instrument panel on drivers side. I will check the drawings for a possible fuse able
link also. As far as the gas goes I would get as much out as I could now before the cars ever
starts. If not you could have serious drivability issues for a while due to the condensation and
wish you had got it all out. Condensation has settled to the bottom of your tank. Fuel pump wire
circuit. There is also a fuse able link in that circuit. Will have to check mine in morning but I
believe that one is just to the right of your battery if you standing in front of the car. No it's not
the one by the battery that one is for the charging system sorry. I will try and put my eyes on
mine in the morning. Hope some of the above has helped. The fuse is located on passenger
fender between radiator overflow and battery. Hope this helps. Dandyoun, Thank you for
helping me with my car. By the way your iroc is looking good. You need to send me some
pictures when you get her painted. I am moving so my car is at the old house still. Went over
and looked for the fuel pump fuse found it right beside a relay on the passenger side fender in
front of the overflow tank. The fuel pump fuse turned out to be good. Went and checked out all
the main fuse panel fuses all of them were good also. With the fuel pump fuses being ok could
that mean the fuel pump is still good? Would the next thing be to check out the fuel pump relay
just guessing at this point. Thank you for the diagrams. Do the fuel pump test procedure from
data link listed above in one of the pictures. This will confirm good or bad pump. As far as my
car goes might be trading her next weekend for a corvette. Have had my z28 for 16 years and I
am the second owner. Not sure I can part with her she is part of the family. But I have always
wanted a vette. Worth a look and a drive at least. Sure hope I don't regret it. If you click on the
pictures they will go full page so you can read the instructions. When i was checking out the
main fuses today. I seen were three of the alda connector wires that go into the back of the
connector were cut. Why someone would do that i have no clue. This was a one owner car. The
father died left it to his son. The father built a garage just for the car. Was garaged since new.
Had 5, org miles when i bought it from his son. I have owned it since May i ask where i could
buy a repair book like the one you have. I two have always wanted a corvette hope you get it.
That's a great find. Only miles. Should be able to find the book at most any auto parts store. But
then again I got my book 16 or so years ago. Not sure why some one would have cut those

wires. Some people just don't do things the way it should be done. You are so right. The son
took off the org hood and replaced it with a new hood that had a scoop build in to it. Also took
off the factory rear window louvers. After buying the car i never went back to get them. Lately i
have been thinking about putting the car up for sale. Because of my lower back surgery. I have
plates and screws that makes it hard to get in to and out of the car. And being the car sets so
low and with the suspension you feel all the bumps. I hate to do it knowing i will never find
another garaged all it's life low mileage camaro. Think i will look for a trans am or camaro z28
from the 70's That way it will be easy for me to get in and out of lol. I will take some photos
tomorrow after i have it loaded on a flat bed tow truck and moved to my new house and post
them. Had car towed over today on flat bed. Did not think it would clear it. Here are two pictures
of the car dandyoun. The guy that towed my car ownes his own shop. So i asked what he would
charge to replace my fuel pump. He said I have read that the axle needs to be lowered but the
exhaust taken off? Here is the other picture. Sorry about the way car looks. Sorry been out of
own. Damn that's a good looking car. A rare find for sure. If you decide to sell do not anyone
low ball you. These cars are on a come back I feel. Could be wrong but it's a gut feeling I have. If
you do decide to get something else list your car on Craig's list as "for trade" Then list vehicles
that interest you. Never can tell what some guys are willing to trade for a vehicle like yours. You
just might end up with a turn key car of your dreams out of the deal. If that car was here in my
area lower alabama it would probably go in a hurry. According to my manual the track bar, track
bar brace and parts of the exhaust will have to be removed or at least lowered to drop the fuel
tank. Thank you for the comment, I was hopping that i would not have to drop the exhaust, I had
to order the fuel pump relay going to pick it up tomorrow from auto zone. Will let you know if
that turns out to be the problem. Here is a picture of the mileage on the car. Would love to trade
for a 's z28 or trans am. That would not set so low. That way i could get in and out with no
trouble. Almost forgot. It dose need a dash pad it has cracks. The head liner is falling down
needs put back up. The drivers seat has a tear in the side that needs repair. Could use a paint
job. Needs new tires they are cracked. I tried to find the same tires but was told that they don't
make them anymore. Yes the stock size tire is hard to find but BF Goodrich does still make
them. I just bought a set for mine couple of months back. Do not just get your headliner
recovered and reattached. You will be greatly disappointed. Cheaper and a lot better looking in
the long run just to get a new one. Had mine redone and within a month it was saging again. The
hard backing material gets weak and will not hold its shape. The new ones come already
covered in the color you need and are direct fit replacements. Just got back from the trade of
my car. Everything was going good. His vette look great. We were test driving each other's car
and he was ahead of me in mine when he made a u turn to head back to the parking lot we were
dealing in. As I saw my car go by me I felt a sick feeling in my stomach. Upon arriving back at
parking lot I called it all off. Just can't see my car in someone else's garage. Told wife to write a
note about this day and pin it to my title so that if I ever think of trading her again I will
remember what I felt in my stomach today. You really are attached to the car. By the way you
were sounding. I was starting to think that the guy had wrecked your car. But as i kept reading
your post i see that was not the case. I have never had that happen yet. You kind of remind me
of what my wife said about me selling mine. As long as i sell it to someone we don't know she is
ok with it. You two must have that binding thing going on. Anyway it's a good thing those
feelings came out before you made the deal instead of after. Maybe one day you can still get the
corvette without trading something that you know now is special to you. I love my 88 Iroc-z and
refuse to get rid of it as my husband wants me to. I hope I can can my baby back on the road
soon and thats the only issue as well. Thanks again guys. I primed it to get oil back up in the
engine before starting I was driving yesterday and the engine just shut off. Pulled over, filled it
with gas and it would crank but not start. I checked voltage to relay while key on I jumper across
30 to 87 on plug, direct to fuel pump and ign pcm fuse blows everytime. Does this mean pump is
bad? I have an 86 Camaro with a V6 2. It was driving fine and is in good condition. I was driving
it recently and when I went to start it up again the same day, it wouldn't start. The battery t
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ago. Sean answered 8 years ago. I did this swap in my 84 no reg needed. If you have throttle
body and not individual injectors you will be fine. Original pump does not work. Will an inline
pimp work or will I have to remove the original? I have a mid 70s complete and I would like to
put it in my 88 camaro. Are there physical issue that will prevent me from doing this? Im really
trying to understand what holes are to be used and what motor moun I have a different car.
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are readily available here at CarParts. We offer Chevy Camaro fuel pumps in different operations
and fuel sending units. Take a look at our products below and choose the part that fits your ride
best. For more information go to A significant amount of fuel is needed for this process. Thus, a
low amount of fuel is not enough to sustain the engine and fuel pump processes. When this
happens, fuel pump overheating occurs. Frequent overheating shortens the life span of the
pump. Yes, it is possible but not advisable. Most Chevrolet Camaro owners thirst for more
engine horsepower to increase their vehicle's acceleration power and enhance the overall
driving experience. To achieve this, they opt to augment the voltage that runs their Chevy
Camaro's fuel pump. The increase in voltage can reach up to 18 volts, which can result to some
serious boost in horsepower. However, doing this can rapidly exhaust the electronic fuel
pump's working capacity, which can and will definitely reduce its life span. Chevy owners can
perform a series of reliable pressure tests at home with the help of a handy pressure gauge.
These tests include the dead head pressure, fuel pressure drop test, fuel pressure regulator
test, residual fuel pressure test, running fuel pressure test, and the static fuel pressure test.
We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to the latest version. Retrieve quote. Track order. Sign In or
Create Account. Every Purchase Supports. Texas Relief Efforts. Select your vehicle. Chevrolet
Camaro Fuel Pump. Select your vehicle year. Refine by:. Fuel Pump part. Returns Policy.
Quantity Sold. Recommended Use. Fuel Sending Unit Included. Product Fit. Shop Chevrolet
Camaro Fuel Pump. Showing 1 - 15 of results. Display item:. Sort by:. Vehicle Info Required to
Guarantee Fit. Core Charge. Add to cart. Par
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t Number: RC Part Number: AF Page 1 of 7 Showing 1 - 15 of results. Feb 08, Great buy! Great
deal! Casey Lynch. Purchased on Jan 28, Feb 07, Camaro I am very happy to have gotten a part
from my car that is 20 years old at a very affordable price thank you very much and I will always
shop with you for parts like I just purchased a timing chain and oil pump with timing cover
thank you very much.. I was happy with my first purchase with was a fuel pump. Kenneth Wallis.
Purchased on Jan 30, May 30, Works awesome at an affordable price. Hunter Brown. Purchased
on May 14, Show More. Chevrolet Camaro Fuel Pump Guides. Is there a reliable way to check
the condition of the Chevrolet Camaro's fuel pump without using any tools? Frequently Asked
Questions. Is it possible to run the Chevrolet Camaro's electronic fuel pump on a higher
voltage? Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved. Terms of Use.
Privacy Policy. California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility Statement.

